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INTRODUCTION 

There is a great need tor high precision mas spectrometers 

tor the purpose ot making accurate determinations of small 

Tariationa in isotopic abundances tbat occur due to differences 

in thermodynamic. prope~1es ot isotopes. With this in mind,, . a 

new 180° mass spectrometer tube bas been designed and constructed, 

and techniques ot measuring isotopic a'bllndances investigated• 

This thesis describes the tube , its operation, and the results 

obtained . 

The concept of isotopes :first evolved about 191.3, and since 

then 1t has been matter of great interest to determine the 

isotopic content ot the elements, the isotopic weights, and the 

relat1Te abundanees . The ma.ss spectrometer is the most satisfactory 

instrument tor determining relative abundances, which with the 

isotopic mass values from spectrographic measurements, are used to 

establish a set ot physieal atomic weights baaed on the defined 

16atomic weigbt ot o as 16. The chemical atomic weight scale 

p~vioual;r used was based on the assigned atomic weight of 16 tor 

the mixture ot the oxygen isotopes, and since the relatiTe abundance 

ot these isotopes may vary :from sample to sample , the chemical seale 

is not reliable and should be abandoned tor all accurate work. 

The applications ot the mass spectrometer haYe increased with 

the development of research involving isotopes in the :fields of 

physics, chemistry, biology, and geology. The expansion of nuclear 

1 
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physics and chemistry has made aecessary the identification ot the 

fission product isotopes, which can be done quickly and precisely 

w1th very small samples i n a mass spectrometer. 'l'he same type ot 

analysis is necessary in work with artificially- produced radioactive 

isotopes to determine halt-lives and concentrations tor tracer work. 

Fission product Kr and Xe has already been done by Thode and Graham 

(1). and the halt- lite ot xr85 determined from the isotopic abundance 

data. 

The i nterest in early isotopic work lay in the identification 

ot isotopes and the determination of their r&lative abunclances which 

was considered to be .more or less tixed. However recent work by a 

number ot investigators bas shown that variati.ons occur in the 

isotopic content of naturally occurring elements . 

Nier and Gu.lbransen (2) demonst r ated variations in the isotopic 

content of carbon. Murphy and Nier (3) showed that variations occur 

in the isotopic content ot oxygen in nature. Recent work by Tho4e , 

Mcnamara, Lossing and COllins {4) with samples ot boron from natural 

sources showed variations of the order of ~ in the relative abundance 

ot the boron isotopes. Further work (,5} ou variations in the relative 

abundance ot the sulphur isn '..,);~s :l.n nature showed differences ot ~ 

in the relative abundance ot sJ4. 

Urey and Griett {6) showed thermodynamic considerations that the 

isotopes ot the light elements dit:ter in cheaical properties, and that 

these differences result in some fractionation of the isotopes in 

natural processe.s. Isotopic exchange constants for the isotopes of 
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carbon, nitrosen, oqpn, a:ad sulphur, ha.Ye beell calDula.ted. b7 the 

thoda ot atat1Bt1cal aechanJ.ce tb reaultat checked 'b7 experillent. 

The work ot tJre7 aDd Gri tt (6) tratea clearl.T that oae 

fractionation or the 1sotop~s of the light elements tna.J' be eJtpeoted 

1n nature, it has been shown exp rimenta.lly that va.r1at1o in 

1aotpp1e abundances occur in the ca. e of the el-ate studied eo t .... 

JI&Ss •P"t tft8 o.1 AA.tse& preciaion are rteed tor accurate de

tel'll1nat1on or aall dJ.t'terences 1D isotopic ratios. 1er, ey, and 

Inghram ( 7) have 4ea1gned sueh an instrument t or this purpo 6 which 

malte use ot the simultaneous collection principle. In this scheme 

two ion currents are collected siiiiUJ.taneousq on aeparat collector , 

aaplified separate4, and then one balanced aga1 t the other1 f'irst 

tor one sample, a:od then tor the other 8Jll deTiat1on from the b lane 

point 1 caref'u.ll¥ measured, g1T1ng the difference in isotopic ratio 

b tween the two samples. This ll&thod is oat ele t, as ll factors 

which affect the two isotopes the same do not affect the ratio. Further, 

the isotopic ratio is obtained qu1ck}3, and in one step. 

· It is important tor high precision that ~sea be done as quickly 

as possible, _thus minimizing time change due to teraperature variations 

in the source and drift 1n electronic units. One useful technique for 

speedins up analyses when two saples are being compared 1_s the double 

aamp1 line, where either sampl6 ~ be introduced Yery quickly by a 

magnetic valve arrangement. 

An alternative thod vas employed in this work to obtain high 

precision. Two samples to be compared were conta1Il$d on the saple line 

http:caref'u.ll
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and., could be introduce with a time lap e of about five minutes between 

samples. Ion currents were measured vith a speedoma.x pen recorder ( 8), 

using a manual shunt selector ayste • 

ar!y Mass Spectrometers 

The mass spee~rometers 1n uso todaJ have developed fro th positive 

r83 parabola vox·k of' Sir J. J. Tho paon (9) vho in 1913 r epor t ed a line 

corresponding to a 22 .1hich at that ti~ could not bo identified 

with ~ known gas. In 1919 Aston (10) obtained proof t hat the JIA8s 22 

observed by T·ho~Jr.PSon vas actuall3 an isotope of Deon. Aston used his 

nevly-contructed posi tive ~ .instrument which he called the mass spec

troaraph (Fig. l) for his e.nalyais. 

In the succeeding y era Aston e.na.l3zed larse number of elements, 

showing that most of th consisted of tvo or ore isotopes. Be calcul

ated isotopic v i ghts and obtained relative abundance values from his 

data. lla.D¥ of his early values are still good tOO,ay 1 to the precision 

given. 

For oat relative, abundance asurements it is ore satisfactory 

to use a modification of the mass spectrograph, called the mass pectro

ter, which was first pioneered by Dempster ( 11) shortly after Aston 

built hie first instrument. Demps ter ' mass spectroll1.8ter ls shown in a 

schematic -diagrwu (Fig. 2), 1 illustrating the 18o degree :tocv..asing method 

used by Cla.as s (12 ) in ~etermin1n8 e m for electrons. Positive ions. 

vere produced 'by heat1ng filaments coated wi th salta of the elements to 

be exaained, or by volatization of atoms from a pure tal or compound; 
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the vaporized ato ere ionized by electron bomba.rd:ment :frOIIl a second-

a.ey heated :fil.ament. The poait1Te ions were then accelerated b,r an 

electric :field between the sour e and the entrance alit into the anal

yzer tube where they ver bent in a s m!circle bjT a masnetic field 

perpeDdicul.a.r to the plane of the tube, and focus ed on the exit slit 
• 

according to th focuasiD8 method emplo,red by Classen. '!'he ions were 

collected on a plate, and the current aaured by an electroscope.. 

Dempster used a constant magnetic :field, and :focussed ions of different 

mass on the coll ctor alit by var.ying the accelerating electric field. 

The first Jor ch&nge 1n s ign vas Bleakney's (13) ~8o degree 

instrument using a un1:form magnetic field produced by a solenoid. 'l'be 

magnetic field vas not shielded out of the source, u in previous in

str'Ul'lents, but on the contrary vas used to l:-ine up a beam. of electrons 

moving parallel to the . gnet1c field; the controlled electron beam 

produced the ions to b anal.y£ed frOI!Ii gas or Tapour introduced into the 

source. A w ak electric field sel'Ted to r:aoYe .the ions through the .. 
first slit into the strong electric . :field region where the acceleration 

took. pla.ee. The electric :field VM varied to sean across a mass range .. 

'lhe entire esse 4 was enclosed in a glass em-elope which could be 

eTacu.a.ted and b ed to r move residual .gasses. Bleakney's instrument 

has servod as a model for ost of the a spectrometers eanatructed 

since 1932. 

In 1937 t\Uto tic recordins vas used by P. T. Smith·, Lozier, 

L. G. Sm1 t h and B altnsy ( 14), enabllns them to make faster and more 

pree1se a.nalyse • 
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Schematic diag ra m of Dempster's mass spectrometer. Dimensions a re those given by Dempster in a 
paper published in Ph ys. Rev . 11 , 316 (1918). 
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FIG. 3 

CROSS SECTION 
. Spectrometer used by Tate, Smith, and Nier. [Copied from Nier's paper, Phys. Rev. 50, 1041 (1936) .1 



Tate P. 'f. Sm1th (15) and later 1er ( 16) constructed a mass 

spectrometer which waa reaJ.4 only a short section of the Bleakney 

instrument, but with a large radius of curvature for high mass vork, 

and which could be placed between the pole f'a.ces of an electromagnet 

so that stronger masnetic fields could be eas113 obtained. The instrua

ent desian is shotm ache :t1o .l.lJ' in Fig. 3. The typee of spec

trometers not already mentioned are of secondary interest 1n this paper, 

and so will be tabulated beey brletl;y hero. 

The magnetic lena type, designed primarily for the collection of 

finite amounts of pure isotopes, was first reported in 1934 by Smythe, 

Rumbaugh and W st. (l7). 

The cross d field type, e ploytns the well-known principle of c ossed 

e1ectr1c and 1118gJlet1c fields, which pe t onl3" the ions of one isotope 

to pus through undeflected, was reported by Oliphant, Shire and Cr6wther 

(18) in 1934· · '.rhis instrument is useful for isotope mass deterlllinat1on, 

not for abundance work. 

The· sector type of mass apectro ter, which e l oys t he prineiple 

the.t a diverging beam. of charged particleS enter1ns and leaTiJla a mag

netic field normal to the edges of the po.le faces, is retoeussed on 

the 11~ ext.ende fr · the soU:rce through the center of curvature of 

the charged particles in the magnetic field. P1g. 4 illustrates the 

principle, and shows the l8o degree pectrometer aa a particular case. 

Nier (19) 1n 194<> reported the :f'1ret sector-type a pectrometer, s.Dd 

because o:f the relative low cost of these instruments, they are used. 

extensive~ at the . present time. 
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.TUBl!: CON9l'ROOTION 

. The new a spectrometer tub which has been co tructed, shown 


sch tiea.lly 1n Fig. 5, replaces the one reported by Thode, Graham, 


and. Ziegler ( 20). The electronic un1ts used were reported previously 1 


(21) 
by Grah , Harkness, and ThodeM with the xception of the gnat current 

stabilizer which vas described by Shields (22). 

The old tube (20) and the new one differ in several respects. The 

source and coil ctor are the same, but 1n the nev tube they are attached 

d1rectlJ to a stainless steel anal1ser tubo, by carefully machined tit 

. tinss. The alignm.ent ma.;y be done very accurately, since it 1s co leted 

before installing 1n the glass envelope which serves only as a vacuum 

chamber and no part of the tube construction deperids on glass. ID the 

old tube the source and collector semblies wore fitted to glaae collars 

insid the envelope, which ma.de aligrun.ent ver difficult, and depended 
.

on the rigidity of the glass to maintain the position of the semblies. 

The large uniformly shielded ion path is an improvement over the narrow 

path in the old tube which was shielded by an. irregular stovepipe spir l 

. . 0 
of Nichrome V strips . The source plates have a tilt of 1 30' vith 

respect to the l.8o0 line, and a shutter has been introduced at the 90° 

point to determine the poa!tion and 1ntens1t;y of the ion beam. The shut

ter is 4d.Just ble under vacuUll by mea.na of the a.saemblJ shown in Fig. 7. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The operation of tho tube shown in Fig. 5 1s as follows: 

. The gas .to be ana.l;ysed enters the source #8 which floats at 1500 volts 

positive, and the ions are formed 1n the electron beam #6 which is 

m.itted fro boated fi,;Lament, accelerated, and collimated by tvo 

I 
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slits as shown; the magnetic field per:pftndicu.lar to the pl..ane of the 

tube and e.ll.el to the electron b , te to ee the electrons 

linod u • The positive ions fu.~.~""'.... by electron b ba.rdment of the 

m.olecul s in the el.octron be are repell by a w electric field 

of 1 volt/em and so ot them pass through slit #5. On ing . hrough 

slit 5 the io are c lerated b a strong electric field of 3000 

volts/c throught slit 1/4 into the ana.l1ser tube, wher they re bent 

throU(Sh 180° accord1ns to their e/ value. 

If 1s the JMSS of a po itive ion produced in the &oUl-ce, e the 

cha.rge carried by the ion, and V th acceler ting voltage1 we have 

Ve : tmv2 
v-·veloeity 

The deflection in the maguetic t1eld is given by the equation 
mv2 

Bev :: B R--radlus ot curvature 

B--ma.gnet1c field strength 

Combining these tvo equations 1 we obtain the equation for the 

ion path, 

Renee for any given values of V and !, ions with the a char 

but d1t:f'erent mas es will ha; e different radii of curvature1 so that 

the ions of only one isotope will arr1v at the ex1t allt. 

The io passina through the exit slit of the anaJ.¥ser tube 

str1 e th fare.day cup ';12 g1v1 up their charge, which is ampl1f1 d. 

by a line f edback D. c. llfier, and appears on the chart of 

Leeds and Northrup recorder. By ehaJlSing either the aceel.erat1 

voltase or the gnat current in a continuous fashion, ions ot d1tf

e-rent isotopic mass a are focus ed on the exit slit, and a spectrogram 
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recorded on chart paper. 


TBEOBf OF I>ESIG 


The seometrical f'ocussins 1n a ~80° III8SS spectrometer involve 

the motion of' eharsed particles 1n a ~~~agD&tio field7 and is a1m:Uar 

to that used by Cla.ss&n ( 12} 1n d.eterminina the e/m value tor &lectrons. 

This foeussL 3 d p nd&nt on the fact that charged particles with the 

same mass charge, and velocity, describe circles with the same radius 

ot CurY tura in uniform tic field. When these charged particles 

e.re collimated by allts to form a bea.m with a ll angle of dispereion, 

then bent through l.8o0 , they f .oous sharply at .a point on a line Joining 

the entre.nce alit into the magnetic field and the -c~nter or curvature 

of the path. These conditions must be .satisfied 1n a mass spectrometer. 

In the design of the now tube two focuss1Jl8 problems arose. 

The first was concerned wi th the angle at dispersi of the ion 

• 	 'be as it let't the entran.e slit into the ana.lyser tube. To obtain 

good .focussing v1th high ion currents , the dispe-rsion angle t be 

smal.l. · By us1ll8 ~ower slits in the source, the dispersion a.neJ.e 

ma,y be made small.er, but the ion current is reduced. In an attom_pt 

to obtft,!n sharp :focusstng without reducill8 the ion cu:rront excessi v · }J, 

a new focus point w selected by :plac1n8 the exlt slit fro the a.na.l

Y§&r tube at ·th& l7Sf0 point 1nsteaA of the 18oo, and introducing & 

shutter to cut off part of the ion beam. This eheme is shown 1n 1g.. 6.. 

The shutter was adJustable while the tube vas 1n ~ration. 

'l'he second problem vas eoncemod with havine the ion be leave 

the entrance slit into the ~ser tube normal to t.he 18o0 line Join

the the entra:oce alit a.Dd the center of curvature of the ion path, 

http:small.er
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Since the ions in the source are accelerated in a magnetic field , 
. . 

a certain amount of bending will occur, and the ion beam will not 

leave the source normal to the last plate which contains the 

entrance slit into the analyser tube . By tilting the source the 

direction ot the beam may be made normal ' to· the 1800 line , thus 

satisfying the focusing conditions . To obtain the numerical 

value of the tilt necessary, the equation or the ion path in the 

source must be calculated. 

A schematic illustration or the ion source is shown in Fig. 9. 

The pat h or the ions in a .mass spectrometer sour ce or the type 

shown in Fig. 9 has been discussed tully by Jordan and Coggeshall 

(2.3 } and by Coggeshall (24) . In our case because or the very 

weak field in the ionization region, 1 vol t/em, the ions may be 

considered as having zero veloci ty at the sl it in plate A, so that 

the equation or the ion path between plates A and B may be calcu

lated directly. 

1500 . 5 VOLTS 

.------,,_______ ..J E L ECTRON BEAM 
A 

8 

1500 VOLTS 

X 

D 

l 
I 

~: y FIG. 9 
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The force equations ~or the motion of a charged particle in 

electric and magnetic fields my be set up at once. 

In an· electric tield, Ee : ma E - electric tield strength 

_ d2x 
e - charge 
m - mass 

-·n---=~ 
dt2 a - acceleration 

integrating. 

In a magnetic field, Hev : ma H - magnetic field strength 
v - velocity 

am 

Assuming dx/dt much greater than dy/dt 

On integrating, atter substituting tor dx/dt," we have 

y : 

On eliminating t we have 

Y2 = 2EI2ex3 

9mE 
And since the mass spectrometer equation e/m : 2V holds i n 

H2R2 

this region, we may eubstitu.td tor_!_ 
m 

(1) V - accelerating voltage 

R - radi.us ot tube 

since V - E 
J) --;o 

From this equation , (1), the horizontal displacement y may be 

found, which is the amount by which the slit in plate B .l!Dl&t be 
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displaced w1th respect to the sl1t in plate A. Also the angle 

which represents the amount ot tilt ot the source With respect 

to the 180° l i ne ,that is necessary so that the ion beam will leave 

the source nor.maJ. to the 180° line , may be found trom the same 

equation, Since the equation (l) is general tor auy source w1th a 

weak electric tield in the ionization region, a usetul table of 

data has been included in Table I . 

D y(xlo-3cm. ) 0 

I 

4~0.3 em. 4.0 1°8' 

0.4 7.0 1°30' 10 

/ D ll.b I 

o.; 11.0 1°55' 
, 

....:t,.I tl0.6 16 .0 2°18' 
jO 410.7 21 .8 2°40' 
l() ?.'o.s · 28.4 3{)_4' 
).,<> 

I 

~=-1.0 44·5 3°49' 

D a pl ate separation 


y = displacement 


0 : deviation from normal 

TABLE l 
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EXPERI ME N TAL 


OPERATION 

As mentioned in the section on tube construction, a sb.utt~r 

was installed at the 90° point in the mass spectrometer analyser 

tube to determine the position and intensity distribution ot the 

ion beam. By making spectrograms w1th the shutter at different 

posi tiona, it was found that the center ot the ion beam was abou.t 

4 mm. below the geometric center of the tube , as shown in Pig. 8. 

A simple calculation shows that the ion beam was really following 

a 180° 18th, and not 178i0 as had been expected. 

A series o:t spectrograms with different Shutter posi tions to 

determine the effect on peak shapes ot cutting ott part o:t the ion 

beam, showed a slightly sharper focusing on one side ot the peaks, 

but made the peak tops sloping instead ot flat . This could be 

expected since the shutter positi.on was fixed while the ion beam 

moved during scanning, and since the focused ion beam at the 

collector was narrower than the width o:t the eXit slit from the 

analyser· tube, it was evident that during scanning the total ion 

beam was moving across the exit slit, resulting in sloping peak 

tops. 

Since flat topped peaks are highly desirable, the shutter was 

completely removed :trom the analyser tube, even though the tube 

was not designed to give best focusing under these conditions . 

However, t he focusing obtained was quite satisfactory. ( See ll'ig. 11 ) 

This result is in agreement with the deduction made above, that 

tor s ome reason t he ions are following a 180° path even though th 

http:positi.on
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sour.ce is not tilted 2°18 ' as determined from '!'able I for D : 0.6 em.. 

The explanation appears to be that the source is a weaker magnetic 

field than the analyser tub , so that the larger radius ot curvature 

ot t he ion beam in the source compensates for t he lack ot tilt. 

Since the ~gnat pole race radius is 8" and the pole gap 2", 1t 

follows that the region of non-uniform magnetic field extends into 

the pole gap a d1 stance of approximately 2", as is well known from 

experience. Hence if a 6"r dius tube were placed syillllletrically 

between the pole faces,, the entire ion path would be in the non

uniform region. '!'o avoid this complication, the tube was placed 

between the pole taces as shoe in J'ig. 10 (scale 1 : 2 ) , so that 

all the ion path was in a uniform magnetic field, with the exception 

of the source and collector. Since the weaker magnetic field in the 

source bends the ion beam less than the stronger uniform field, no 

tilt of the source is necessary to make the ions tollow a 180° path. 

This has been found to be true tor the tube discussed in this thesis. 

The focusing is not affected by this arrangeaent when the pole gap 

i s large, since the region of non-uniformity is not sharply defined 

and the ion beam at both the source and collector is narrow, the 
0 

greatest spreading taking place in the 90 region which is in a 

uniform field . 
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RESOLUTION 

:i.1le t.h"oratioa.l resolving power may be calculat.e4 as follows: 

0
For the 180 ion path• .!. : (1) e ... charge 

m m  mass 
V - accelerating 

voltage 
H - magnetic field 

strength 
R  radius o·t 

For a mass change ot A m curvature 

0 -- 2V (2) 

(1) ratio is l - .o. m 
{2) lll 

R2
( A is negligible } 

R2 

o. m _ 2 o R 
m -a-

A R - width or entranoe slit 4- 'Width ot exit slit- 2 

SUbstituting the numerical values,, we have 

m : 232 

i. e . 1 mass unit in 232 would be resolved theoretically. 

The actual resolution trom spectrogrwr. measurements is given by 

m - mass analysed x distance between peak centers 

,o. m width ot peak bases 


The discrepancy between tho theoretical and actual resolution 

could be easily accounted for by the slit width easurements, which 

were not accurate to three figures. 

http:calculat.e4
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SPECTROGRAI4S 

Three spectrograms have been included to illustrate the mass 

spectrometer performance in the different mas ranges. The first is 

ot co2 With a ~ c14 content, resulting in a high mass 46 peak. 

This spectrogram is shown in Fig. 11. A manual shunt system was 

used to vary the input signal to the recorder, so that ettectiYely 

the sensitiVity ot the recorder was changed according to the mag

nitude of the ion current . The shunts were arranged so that no ion 

current would produce less than 1/3 scale deflection on the recorder. 

By the use ot the manual sWitchi ng arrangement, the desired sensiti

vity tor the next ion current to be recorded was selected at a point 

midway between the peaks. This technique permitted the recorder pen 

to draw the zero signal base line tor the sensitivity used in record

ing each ion current; the peak heigh. t could then be measured di rectly 

without any extrapolation to determine the base line, as was the case 

with the automatic shunt selector reported by Lossing, Shields, and 

Thode (S) . Fig . 11 illustrates the use ot the shunt selector in the 

recording ot ion currents ot different orders ot magnitude . The well

resolved, straight-sided peaks With tlat tops, indicate good focusing! 

There is very little scattering, as the sharp base ot mass· 44 shows, 

Figs . 12, 13 , show spect.rograms ot normal krypton and xenon , 

which have beel1 i!.lel.uded to demonstrate the resolution obtained in 

high mass ranges . 
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PRECI SION ABUNDANCE MEASUREMENTS 

To determine accurately small variations i n the abundanc of 

isotopes that occur in nature, it is necessary to co pare -:taeh 

sample with a standard . Although mass spectrometer abundance 

ratios vary by !: 0 . 5~ over a period of time, a relative precision 

ot ! 0 .1~ has been obtainecl by comparing the samples to a standard. 

In the analysis or a series ot samples, one sample was arbitrarily 

selected as a standard , and the analysis was carried out by comparing 

each sa11ple to the standard . The procedure was to analyse the stand

ard , the sample,. and the standard again. It the two standard analy

ses checked ; then a comparison between the sample and the st andard 

was established w1 thin the 11 ts ot the precision obtained . 

~ t ynica set or abundance data has been included i n Table 2 

to illustrate the ethod of measurement and the det erminat ion of 

precision. The sulphur was anal ysed as so2, the rat~o ot ss 

64/mass 66 being determined . The ~ntribution of g33o16o17 i s 

negligible . Bence any variati on in the 64/66 rati o trom sample to sampl e 

will be due to variations in the s34 conteflt . 

Since the pressure in the sample line ot a mass spectrometer 

slowly decreases W1th ti e • the ion currents Will also decrease in 

direct proportion to the change in pressure . Hence one single 

spectrogram may not be taken as a true measure of the -relat1Te 

isotopic abundance . ln order to compensate tor this gradual decrease 

in ion current , each ratio appearing in Tabie 2 was determ1ned from 

the average ot two spectrograms, set /11 made by scanning up i n mass , 

and Set #2 scanning down in mass . This technique averages out any 

decrease of the ion current with t i me . 



:Mass Shunt Peak Bei~t 

Set # 1 Set IJ 2 Average 

X 
Shunt 
Factors 

Ratio Deviation 

64 

66 

5 

2 

13. 06 

21~41 

13.00 

21 , 40 

13.03 

21-e41 

1320.7 

64. 508 20.47 0 .02 

64 

66 

5 

2 

1.).00 

21~4() 

13.02 
.; 

> 21 ,43 

13,01 

21..42 

1)18. 7 

6.4 -538 20.43 0.02 

64 

66 

5 

2 

13.00 

21 . 35 

12.95 

21 . 36 

12.98 

21,36 
' 

1315 . 7 

64•.358 20.44 0.01 

64 

66 

5 

2 

12.98 

21.30 

12.98 

21 .40 

12.98 

21 . 35 

A 

1315.7 

64 . 328 20 -45 o.oo 

64 

66 

5 

2 

12.95 

21. 32 

12.97 

21 -35 

12. 96 

21 • .34 

1313.6 

64 .2fn 20.43 0.02 

64 

66 

5 

2 

1.).00 

21 •.)6 

1,3.()1 

21 .38 

13.01 

21 . 37 

1318. 7 

64•.)88 20 .48 : 6.03 

AVERAGE RATIO 20 .45 t 0.007 



The result ot the data shown in 'fable 2 was determined by 

t ald.ng the average or n;..;;.::.n, of the six independent values ot the 

ratio. The reliability or pr cis1on ot the mean was taken as the 

deviation of the mean, A. D. The probable error ot the mean, not 

shown in Table 2, is 0 . 0076., ~t ehould be atressed hezoe that the 

precision given fs the internal precision of a set ot data with no 

reference to exte.rnal or residual errors which may be quite large . 

I n a mass spectrometer, the isotopic abundance value obtained 

tor a sample may change from day to day by as much as + 0 .5~ . How

ever , t wo analyses o:f' a sample obtainad with a time lapse ot 45 

minutes bet ween them Will differ by only ! 0 .1~ . Since the relative 

i sotopic abundance ot a sample is only as precise as the reproduc

abil1ty or two standard analyses,. the limiting precision depends on 

this variation. 

The causes ot changes in the isotopic abundance value of a 

sample are due to temperattire variations in the source, changes in 

the characteristics and position ot the filament,. in the constants 

of the D. c. amplifier, etc ., and, since these changes are a fUncti on 

ot t ime , they may be minimized by reduci ng the analysis time . 



DISCUSSION 

DISCUSSION 

The present technique used in the analysis of samples is to 

have the two samples to be compared contained on the sample line, 

so that either may be· quickly introduced into the mass spectrometer. 

The :first sample is analysed ,. the second, and then the first again. 

One hour is reauired :tor the above procedure . The possibility ot 

installing a double sample line With magnetically operated valves 

has been considered as a means of changing quickly trom one sample 

to another , and tbus cutting down the time required tor the compari ... 

son ot two samples.to possibly 40 minutes. The shorter analysts 

time ould minimize time changes in the mass spectrometer, especially 

since the gas flow in the source would be continuous. 

At present, the filament which produces electrons tor ionization 

ot the gas molecules, is heated by rectified D.C. with a 4f11; A. c. 

component . Since the filament is in a strong magnetic field the A. c. 

component of the filament current gives rise to vibrations in the 

filament. These vibrations produce variations in the ionizing electron 

beam, and hence in the position and intensity of the ions formed. Since 

these ions are the ones that make up the ion beam, it is desirable to 

have the conditions undex which they are formed as constant as possible. 

To correct this condition, a new emission control designed by :ur . R. B. 

Shields is being constructed to supply rectified D.C. with only a ~ 

A. c. component to the filament. The installation of tbis unit is 

[ 
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expected to improve the stability ot the instrument . 

By means o£ these changes, it is hoped tllat the maximum pre

cision obtainable will be improved considerably. 
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